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1. ART FORM LIVE (Susanna Lindeborg)
2. WITHOUT LOOP (Ove Johansson )
3. MIXED DOC (Susanna Lindeborg)
4. ANOTHER BASS (Ove Johansson )
5. THE DAY BEFORE (Ove Johansson )
6. 1st MOVE (Susanna Lindeborg)
7. 2nd MOVE (Susanna Lindeborg)
8. DROP TIME (Ove Johansson )

7,12
8,47
13,23
5,54
9,58
5,46
2,08
2,57

Total time 56,22

The music of Susanna Lindeborg and Ove Johansson can be heard like this in a duo format, Lindeborg/
Johansson Duo. Also with their own group Susanna Lindeborg´s Mwendo Dawa, there has been a lot of
interesting music produced both live and on CD. Both of them do solo performances, and this music has
also been released on CD.
The music of Susanna Lindeborg and Ove Johansson is characterized by a wish to always move forward
and a trial for renewing themselves and find new challange in their improvisational material.
So also with this new album, where Lindeborg/Johansson Duo use their acoustic instruments, piano and
tenorsax, together with computers improvising in live electronics. Usually they use compositions as a
ground for improvisation, but on ”Lines” the tracks are totally free improvised and freely expressed, and
the result is very exciting and fresh.
Susanna Lindeborg is a virtuous piano player with a brilliant touch of the keys, and she has been greatly
appreciated for her performance internationally. She has often mixed her piano playing together with
electronic instruments.
Ove Johanssons tenor playing stretches all the way from straight ahead, free form and electronic jazz to
the acoustic and electro acoustic mix of today. He has produced more than 20 albums with his own
material and with the group Mwendo Dawa. The style of Ove Johansson has always been very personal
with a powerful and intense performance and a rare sound and technique.
www.lj-records.se/duo.html
www.lj-records.se/susanna.html
www.lj-records.se/ove.html
www.lj-records.se/mwendo.html

Earlier CD´s
with LJ DUO

Lindeborg/Johansson Duo
“Bright openings” LJCD 5204

Lindeborg / Johansson Duo
”Duo Structures” LJCD 5222

About LJ Duo
”This couple thankfully avoids the tedium of so much dissonant Jazz by implementing some unique textures
beneath the piano and sax. The duo engages in some serious playing. ”
Dave McElfresh, JazzNow, USA
”The two Swedes dish up a healthy portion of invigorating fare worthy of attention on these original
improvisations. The saxophonist seamlessly rides up and down his horn, his swift, jagged lines restrained by an
exquisite legato tongue. Lindeborg´s flowing and near.perfect technique a fine foil to Johansson´s pointillist
leanings.”
Steven Loewy, JazzTimes, USA
”Overall, Structures hits the mark as a fine freewheeling collaboration yet is imprinted with noticeable forethought
and cunning ingenuity as Lindeborg and Johansson surge forward with artistic confidence, while pursuing lofty
and refreshingly novel propositions. - Recommended.”
Glenn Astarita, All that Jazz Review, USA
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